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Cathedrals hold clue to raptor attacks on pigeons

A young peregrine falcon (left) and a racing pigeon in this composite picture illustrates the conflict between birds of prey and valuable – and vunerable – pigeons

Racing pigeons and powerful raptors don’t mix. Now
one South West pigeon fancier is looking for the
evidence of attacks on the valuable pigeons – in
Britain’s soaring cathedrals. Philip Bowern reports
Pigeon racing is a sport with a long
and distinguished history. Her
Majesty the Queen is the patron of the
Royal Pigeon Racing Association and
the National Flying Club. Homing
pigeons carried out daring communications’ roles during the Second
World War and one of them, Commando, a red chequer bird, was awarded the Dickin Medal, the animal
Victoria Cross, for flying more than
90 missions during World War Two.
He carried vital messages in circumstances where radio silence was imperative, in a small canister attached
to his leg.
Yet top South West breeder Steve
Wright fears pigeon racing, the sport
from which so many heroes of the
skies were recruited in the dark days
of war, could be extinct within 15
years – thanks to the rise in the
number of avian predators that see
valuable racing pigeons as lunch.
Now Mr Wright is seeking to get
real evidence of the scale of the problem, by contacting cathedrals across
Britain and asking them to send him
pigeon rings found in the man-made

nest boxes of peregrine falcons on
their buildings. The falcons, Britain’s
fastest flying bird and a major predator of pigeons, often nest high in the
spires and towers of cathedrals and
their nests are a known repository of
rings, left after the unfortunate
pigeon has been consumed.
Mr Wright and his wife are profes-

‘These humble birds have
served Britain for
generations, in
emergencies and war’
Steve Wright, racing pigeon breeder
sional racing pigeon breeders based
on Bodmin Moor. They sell birds to
pigeon fanciers across the country
and have been racing pigeons themselves for half a century.
But Steve has now given up the
sport after his team of 50 young pigeons, out on a training flight, were
chased by two peregrine falcons

A change in the law could give pigeon fanciers opportunity to ‘manage’ birds of prey
The Raptor Alliance lobbies on
behalf of UK pigeon fanciers for a
change in the protection of racing
birds from predatory raptors. There
are approximately 42,000 pigeon fanciers in the UK, including HM the
Queen herself and fanciers say they
need to protect their pigeons.
Pigeon fanciers want the legal
right to protect their birds from
predators to create what they call

‘an acceptable ecological balance’
through new Government regulations on bird of prey population
levels. They want fellow fanciers to
lobby politicians to ensure they support the Law Commission's recommendations that will allow pigeon
owners to lobby to Natural England
for licenses to control predators in
the future.
The Raptor Alliance says: “The

which attacked the flock, forcing the
birds to fly into telegraph wires. Five
were killed outright, three injured
and one carried off by the falcons. He
hasn’t trained any pigeons since.
Over the past few weeks, Steve has
been trying to contact cathedrals
across the country, asking them to
make a log of any pigeon rings that
have been found in manmade peregrine boxes. Steve said he feels
strongly that the pigeon fanciers of
the deceased pigeons should be contacted, which is one the purposes of
ringing these racing birds. “After
trying to make contact with
Chichester Cathedral asking if I
could be given any rings found in the
nest, I received no reply. After my
third attempt they blocked me from
their website,” he said.
However, Steve has had some success with other cathedrals. Derby

Cathedral has cooperated, posting
rings which have been found in the
nests. Steve is desperately trying to
make contact with as many cathedrals around the country as possible.
He is passionate about helping his
fellow pigeon fanciers to discover
what has happened to their missing
racing pigeons.
Owners say they form close bonds
with their pigeons and the birds offer
company, affection, comfort and fun.
To pigeon fanciers they are pets, as
well as magnificent and competitive
fliers. They are pretty well the only
domestic animal to enjoy complete
freedom every day and compete and
race every time they are released
from their lofts – but that puts them
into the firing line of hungry birds of
prey, particularly peregrines, which
‘stoop’ on their targets from a great
height reaching incredible speeds

Law Commission, appointed by the
Government, has concluded their
revision of the 1981 Wildlife Act and
has listened to us, considered our
submission and their revision includes all of our recommendations.
The proposed Act includes all the
necessary amendments to the existing law so that individual pigeon
fanciers will be able to make licence
applications to Natural England
and leaving even fast-flying racing
pigeons unable to escape.
Steve said: “These humble birds
have served Britain for generations,
whether it’s been for emergencies in
the war, as a successful racing pigeons or as a pet. The homing pigeon
should be seen as birds with many
talents and treasured for the foreseeable future”.
Lee Fribbins, representative of
Pigeon Racing UK and Ireland, commented: “It is important that the tradition of pigeon racing is kept alive in
the UK. This is why it is so important
to have the cooperation of other
people, helping us to track any pigeons which may have gone missing
or are deceased. We want to encourage more people to take up the hobby,
whilst lobbying for the protection of
our birds to safeguard the tradition
for future generations.”
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